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Introduction

Coherent instabilities of particle beams in circu-
lar accelerators and storage rings have been the subject
of many theoretical and experimental works, starting
from the early 1960's. I will not try to review all
work done in nearly two decades and will limit myself to
give references only to ths most reent works or the
works more strictly related to the particular way I
describe these phenomena. An excellent review of the
early work can be found in reference 1 and for some
aspects more related to storage rings in reference 2.

It is usuai to classify the coherent instabilities
as either longitudinal or transverse according to
whether they influence the synchrotron or betatron
oscillations. The same qualitative description appl ies to
both cases and for simplicity in this paper I will only
consider longitudinal instabilities.

The coherent instabilities we want to discuss are
produced by the electromagnetic interaction of the
charged particle bean with the walls of the vacuum cham-
ber in which the beam is moving. The wall geometry is
complicated by the presence in the accelerator of the
diagnostic equipment, radio-frequency cavities and other
equipment necessary to operate the system. The field
produced by the beam and modified by the walls causes a
force, pruportionai to the beam current, acting on the
beam itself and that can lead to what we call a coherent
instability.

Since the wall geometry can be very different for
the various accelerators it is very useful to follow the
idea of Vaccaro and Sesslert3) of characterizing
the vacuum chamber and all the associated devices, which
we will call the "beam environment", by an impedance
function Z[ -), relating the beam current and the elec-
tromagnetic field perturbing the beam. In this way we
ca.1 study the Sean dynamics in neneral terms and then
apply the results ta a particular accelerator by ioeci-
fying the -'nniedance.

Although one can write the general equations
describing tfie bean dynamics and the stability proper-
ties, it is no*, possible to obtain a general solution of
these equations fcr a realistic beam charge distribution
and wall impedance. It is however possible to obtain
solutions valid in certain regions of the parameter
space of this problem.

Let us introduce a time scale using the character-
istic times of the beam and its environment: the bunch
duration, L/c; the revolution time, To: the period of
the perturbing electromagnetic field, Tp; the period
of synchrotron oscillations, Ts; the

 ;nstability rise
tine -;. !n all the work done we always assume ", >
Tn.

b) short wavelength: CT » 1 (1.4)

We can consider two c-ises:

I) slow instabilities: -,- > Ts > To

II) fast instabilities: T1 >
 Tj > To

Cases I) and II) can be divided in two subcases:

a) long wavelength: -pr~ '•'- 1

(l.l!
(1.2)

(1.3)
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For each of these cases it is possible fo write an
approximate expression for the stability condition or
threshold current.

Case la describes the coupled bunch instabilities
and will be discussed in Section 5; case Ib in Section
6; case lib, describing what is usually called the
microwave instability or bunch lengthening effect, in
Section 7, together with 11 a.

It is of course possible to think of instability
mechanisms different from the beam wall interaction
considered here. However in the range of particle
densities obtained in circular accelerator and storage
rings, these effects have not been observed and will not
be discussed here.

II. General Formalism

We consider a beam with S bunches and write the
equations of synchrotron oscillations in the

ip(t) •=r,J0;p(t) p = 0, 1, ...,B-1 (2.1)

2
ij 'J

where ip is the phase, for a particle in the p-th
bunch, relative to a synchronous particle moving with
constant energy, Es, and constant angular velocity
- 0 = 2VTg; -:_ is the relative energy deviation,
c0 = ;Ep-Es)/Es; .0 is the snail amplitude
synchrotron oscillation frequency; - is the freauency
slip factor; ip(t) describes the additional energy_
loss due to the interaction with the environment, T(t),
and to the nonlinear part of the rf voltage,

('

•:t) = "( ...L
(t) (2.3)

This last part is i"C Juried ~.o be able 'o consider the
effect of Landau damping on beam stability.

The additional energy loss can be related to the
beam current J '(?, t), u- - -ot + : being the
azimuthal angle. If 1{-) is the impedance of the beam
environment, the current J will produce a longitudinal
electric fieldO!

E< '•'*) = • T ^ - ^ Z ; - ) J , \(:-.-:e["t (2.4)

where R is the average ring radius and

_-i-t (2.5)

The relative energy loss per revolution of particle ?.,
whose azimuthal position is ,'t), during the n-th
revolution can be written as

()

•:.(<!) = gf- /

or, using '2.4), as
2

:>.(t;,t)vdt (2.6)

t
(2.7)
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When ->„ << 1 it is a good approximation to take
Sjft) « S^nT) and use this expression in (2.2).

Equations {2.1).and (2.2) can be derived from an
Hamiltonian , - •

we obtain

J||(8,t) = 2^em0 ^
(3.10)

where
3U

p
and Ufj|_ describes the nonlinear part of the rf
force.

III. Slow Instabilities

(2.9) self-potential

!^_ B-I
(2ir}ZE n,p=o

From (3.101, (2.7), (2.9) we obtain for the

2-rik(n.n)/B

ik

To study the stability properties we use the
linearized Vlasov equation. For the slow instabilities
it is convenient to use instead of the variables •,« the
variables I,* defined by the canonical transformation
function

(3.11)

From (3.1) we obtain

, ,1/2

UZ

The new Hamiltonian is

i f » U" + UjiiL

where the term can be written as
, 8 - 1 ,2 J

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

r,s=-«

Under the assumption

(3.12)

we can use a slowly varying phase and amplitude
approximation and neglect all terms except the slowly
oscillating ones, for which r+s * o.!5)

The approximate Hamiltonian is

2nik(p-n/B)

n,p=o ik

and U is obtained from (2.9) with :<p given by (3.2).

To evaluate U we write the single particle current
as

j'.^ (*,t) = e a Q I £(e-^t-2.k-2-P/3- ̂ )

J_

and this will be used to describe the slow
instabilities.

(3.13)

(3.6)
as

or, using the Poisson sum rule and a Bessel function
expansion, as

'.Je can now write the Vlasov ecuation for f

( i(uy) }f(P) .u ,f(p)
31 3Ip

(3.14)

(3.7)

eik(e - uot - 2np/B) + im (vQ*0

where we have used the notations

' * (2n I,/v n)
1 / 2

vp)

(3.8)

We now •'.ntroduce the distribution function
f(P)(I , -J . t) for particles in the-o-th bunch and
use it to Evaluate the total bunch current.

Assuming

f(p)(Ip, V t) - f(p> (Ip. *p)e
l2t

P = 0, ..., B-l

Me look for a solution of (3.14) of the form

(3.15)

Since f0 is the same for all bunches we are
limiting ourselves to the case where the unperturbed
bunches ire all equal.

L'sing (3.15) we can redefine S as

(3.16)

(3.9) where u' 0) and u'1^ are obtained from (3.11)
with f equal to f0 or f_.



We can see by inspection of (3.14) that any
function fo(t) is a solution describing an equilibrium
state. The function fqvPJ, describing a S M I I
perturbation around this equilibrium, must again satisfy
(3.14). Neglecting second order term in fq( p)
this equation can be written as:

f(P)f
2 2

(3.17)

IV. The Impedance

It is important to notice that the solutions of
(3.20) depend on the form of the impedance function
Z((j). Although it is difficult to know or to prescribe
the impedance function of a storage ring, we can make
some qualitative remarks based on results obtained in
existing rings.

The major terms contributing to Z(CJ) are:

1. The impedance of a perfectly conducting wall
of uniform cross section; this produces a force
proportional to 3^/39 or Z(u) % iu>;(°/

2. The impedance due to the resistivity of the

where

It is interesting to note that w t h the choice f I
e7<IV we have obtained an equation, (3.17), q

independent of -j, and in which the different q modes are
not coupled. We will call these modes the "synchrotron
nodes" and will refer to the index K as the index of
"azimuthal modes".

Considering (3.17) as a matrix equation for the
vector fq(P), P - 0, .... B-l one can see that
this matrix is a cyclic matrix in p,n and that its
solutions are of the form

f(P) =
q

, s=o B-l (3.19)

The index "s" defines the couoled bunch modes. For a
given s the bunches oscillate with a phase difference
s/B.

Using (3.19), equation (3.17) becomes

3. A broad band impedance describing the effect
of small vacuum chamber discontinuities, electrodes,
small cavity-like devices, etc.; this can be simulated
by a Q • 1 resonator with a resonant frequency near to
the /acuuiT, pipe cut-off frequency, M C O ; I 8 )
this description is good at u of the order of w c 0
but breaks down at very low frequencies;

-. Low frequency resonant impedance produced by
parasitic modes in the radio frequency accelerating
cavities; this can be important for u> < u c 0 and can
have large 0 and a high impedance peak value.(2)

ihe term in ! does not produce instabilities and is
small for highly relativistic beams. The resistive wall
impedance is smaller than the br'oad band impedance at
high frequency and can be smaller than the resonant
impedance at low frequency. In what follows we will
neglect terms 1 and 2, for simplicity.

One major difference between the broad band and the
resonant impedance is that a signal at frequency <u,
induced in the broad band impedance decays in a time of
the order of the 1A>, while one induced in the resonant
impedance decays over a much longer time. In terms of
'he impedance decay time 1/r and the bunch separation
To/B we can say that

£»•§*• f o r resonant impedance,

(3.20)

f
k=-«

wit*

i(s-kB)

o q>s
(I) Jq [(s-kB) V£L |o

(3.21)

equations which have already been derived and discussed
by many authorsl5).

Our problem is now reduced to finding the eigen-
values and eigenvectors of (3.20). We have no general
solution of these equations, although solutions have
been found for particular forms of the impedance Z(a) or
by introducing other approximations. In the next
sections we will discuss some of these solutions.

•i- < -g- for broad-band impedance.

This condition indicates that the coupled bunch
instebilities should be dominated by the resonant
impedance and that single bunch instabilities should be
dominated by the broad band impedance.

V. Coupled Bunch Instability

Using the conditions (1.1), (1.3), discussed in the
previous sections, i.e., *L/c « i, I/-- < ' ^ " o ,
we can simplify (3.20) by expanding the 3essel
functions, for small values of the argument, as

An examination of *his simplified^equaticn shows that we
can obtain a solution of the formi^)

/-I
\-0)

(5.2)

Al being a normalization constant. The corresponding
eigenvalue Is a solution of the dispersion integral



e2 J 6 «-

(5.3)

q/2

!n the absence of Landau damping [|q(3U*/3l)« a]
and for a Gaussian unperturbed bunch of rms length o

(5.4)

we obtain from (5.3) for the collective oscillation
frequency of the s-th node of the coupled bunches and
theq-th synchrotron mode

Q-2

2. ,0E 2q(q-l)!
(5.5)

•where I o * e *gfJ/2^ is the average current per bunch
and the ef fect ive coupling impedance is

4V
( 5 . 6 )

and rewrite (6.1) explicitly in the form of an integral
equation

f ) G (I,!') (6.4)

with

r.r-)- I ik
(6.5)

To write the symmetric Kernel G(I,I') in the form (6.5)
we have also made use of the property Zf-u) * Z*(u) (* =
complex conjugate) which follows from causality. If the
quantity [Z(k-qvo) - Z*(k+qvn)]/ik is real the eigen-
values of (6.4) are also real. This is true for the
case of a perfectly conducting wall where Z(u)/iii * L,
is a constant.i6)

Let F^'Jln) be a complete set of eigen
functions of the integral equation (6.4),

satisfying the orthonornality condition

(6.6)

This equation was obtained by several
authorsO"' to explain the first observations of
coupled bunch instabilities and has been widely
discussed <n the literature.(I1-)

VI. The High Frequency Slow InstaDility

As discussed in Section 4 we can now consider a
single bunch and an impedance as the broad band
i~raedance. '.'eglecting the bunch index we have fron
(3.2?)

f(I)- »'° Y
!l r ik

q(k) = fqC; Jq hi
0

(6.1)

(5.2)

We will discuss (6.1) in the case of no ..andau damping,

i.e., 3ij*,'3l • 0.

Equation (6.1) has been obtained and studied in
great detail by 3achererU2) and we will follow his
work.

He can now expand both u(q) (!) and
terms of the eigenfunctions

Jq
with

3 )

,'k)

(I) = I
in

E

°q,m

'"

(6.7)

(6.8)

(6.9)

(o.io;

The eigenvalues of (6.1) can be written in terms of
the i ^ as

- 2 2 +- Z(k-qv

Z ik
k=-»

L m,kJ (6.11)

The eigenvalues and eigenfuncticn of (6.4) depend
on f0 a.nd an Z ( J ) . We do not have any general
solution of (5.4). A solution has been found, however,
for :he case of a parabolic charge distribution and
Z( -).i J • Lj( ! 3). Although this case "per se" is
not .ery interesting, all the eigenvalues are real and
the beam is stable, it can be used to evaluate the
complex eigenvalues when the impedance is of the form

with

Let us introduce a new function

(6.3)

« L (6.13)

When (6.12), (6.13) are satisfied we can use
perturbation methods to write the eigenfunctions and
the eigenvalues as

(6.14)



.-. = -(0) • r.O>

"q,m "q»m "p,ni

with i-g ^ obtained for Zj * 0 and

/-> * 2 ^ £ Z^fc-%) - Z*

(6.15)
The coupling of all synchrotron nodes plays an

important role in the fast instability. To take it into
account it is convenient to c;se instead of the canonical
transformation (3.1) the transformation

'"q,m 2TE
k-1

ik [\i,k J ( 6 1 6 )
giving

Let us now find the zeroth order solution. We
assume

l/2

f2 V*
COS 6

1/2

(7.1)

(7.2)

corresponding to a longitudinal density

With this choice of fo(I) one has'
13)

•Vn ' ( k > = Bq,*
jj2— ,m=o*2,q+4.

(6.17)

(6.18)

(6.19)

with

with

p2 - 3 Nn ,
"q,m " 3 v

(m-t-Q-1) [! (m-q-1)!!
(m+q)l! (m-q)!!

Introducing the average current Io

"effective iapedance"

7(o) . - -oL^
"eff " °" 2

we can write the collective frequency «s

e I ' < o ) - ..
- {o) _ Q~sf f ' "0 (PI+Q~ 1) J i (tn—Q—

(6.20

fl/2"1 and an

(6.21)

(7.3)

He limit ourselves to consider a single bunch, which is
the only relevant case.

Following the same procedure as in Section 3 we
obtain the Hamiltonian

(7.4)

(7.5)

(7.6)

(7.7)

ik

Assuming

f = f o(D * fjC.-Oe ^°"°"t

and linearizing the Vlasov equation we have

2 " E ••>

(

(m+q)M (m-q)H (6.22) where u(D is obtained from (7.5) for f - fj.

Similarly we can write ."<(!) as

The solution of (7.7) can be written, using the
pericdicity in -, as

"q ,m

v;ith

(m+q-1)!! (m-q-1)!!
(6.23)

Defying

(7.3)

(7.9)

The fornulae (6.21), (6.24) can bs used to eval-
uate the coupling impedance for a single bunch slow
slew instability. It must be remenbered, however, that
(6.241 can only be applied for an impedance of the form
IE.12), (6.:3) and that for an arbitrary imoedance the
-esu't [i-19) is not generally valid, .'n particular,
since ":he tern Lj in (6.12) produced by smooth
conducting walls is very small for high energy beams,
the formula '6.24) can only be approximatsly applied in
frequency regions where the broad bard inpedance is
slowly varying.

VII. The High Frequency Fast Instability

'.Jhen the instability rise time is shorter than the
synchrotron period we cannot apply the results of the
previous sections, because in deriving the Haniltonian
(3.13) we 'jsed the approximation':« -i0 - 0. .A
different: approach can be- used when.'.» >0-Q '•
In this case the "synchrotron modes" q are all coupled
while using the Hamiltonian (3.13) they are uncoupled
as shown by the form (3.!5) of the distribution function
and equation (3.17).

we can reduce the integral equation (7.3) to a l inear
algesraic system

if T
with

1/2

(7.10)

(7.11)

The so'utions of our prcblem ara the values of 8
for which the equation

(7.12)

is sHisfied.



We emphasize here that, contrary to the coasting
beam case for a bunched beam all frequency components
n^, are coupled. Also all synchrotron modes fjO.J)
^fi(I) eiC!'' are coupled, contrary to the slew
instability case, [n this coupling of all nodes lies
the difficulty of solving the fast blow-up bunched Sean
case.

To study equation (7.10) we :ise :h' following
approach. We consider only high frequency
perturbations, i.e., the case

n j_ > 1 (7.13)

where o is the rms bunch length in units of machine
radius. Then we consider the fast blow-up case

Using these two conditions we simplify the expression of
the matrix element (7,21) by assuming Z(nj0 -
2JQ"0)~ Z(n^'q) and by evaluating the integral over
"i in the limit lnfi"-*. We also rewrite the
integration over I and i as an integral over e and s to
obtain

ie J_ i(n-m) ~ ?f !~*z

!n *.nis case the matrix T ;s diagonal and we obtain the
usua1 coasting beam dispersion relation'^)

(7.25)

For a bunched beam we have to solve the more
comp'icated equation (7.10) with Tmin given by (7.21).
We can obtain a simple but approximate solution i f vie
make the approximation that the impedance is large only
near a frequency n0 and is nearly constant over the
range n0 - Nb, n0 + nbwhere !ib •- l/cr:. defines
the range over which the bunch form factor : \m remains
near to one. fn this sinple model, we can rewrite
(7.21) as

T* ^m,n
iel 2/2

(7.26)

form
The eigenvectors of the matrix TJ n are of the

(7.27)

and *he corresponding eigenvalue is obtained from

Me now res t r i c t ourselves to the case of a
Gaussian bunch

<=„ ' "1 • • ; : ) a ( O

{ - ] - 7 ¥
G(e)

(7.16)

(7.17)

(7.IS)

7.28)

Sihce H(x) _< 1 and the sum over n hh% a rnaxinum for i =0
we obtain a solution of (7.29) enly if

el.
-, 1 (7.29)

He also define

The natrix elenent can now be written as

using (7.;3) as

m,n y_ - ,2 n n-M

with

• » -x /3-ixy
n(y) = j d/- x e

o
This function has the property that

h(o) = 1

irtiy)' < 1 i f y r o , IT _,• ••• o

(7.19)

(7.20)

(7.22)

(7.23)

so that it has a maximum for y = S and decreases when y
increases.

!t is also interesting to notice that the matrix
element (7.20) or (7.21) can be also used to describe
the limiting case of a coasting beam by taking tha othe'
limit 3; - " or

( = -; (7-24)
n-m n.m

If this condition is not satisfied we contradict our
initial assumption |-'| > ]. On the other hand if we
satisfy (7.29) we a n find a solution of (7.28) with
£-1*1 , consistent with the way we have derived (7.20).
This means that we can have a fast blow-up only if the
Seam current is such as to satisfy (7.29) and thet at
Tower beam current there is no possibility of a fast
b!ow--jc.

.'t is cijo interesting •-; -ictice that for a given
•/•'c ;-,, the function h(--/ng . is larger when
nfi-. • 1, so that a fcici f-^guency impedance is
more effective in producing a fast blow-up.

VIII. Conclusions

iVe have reviewed the general problem of the
longitudinal stability of bunched beams. Although there
is no general solution it is possible to identify regions
in the frequency-risetime space where we can obta'n
approximate solutions. The collective oscillation
freojsney can be written in the form

and expressions for the effective coupling impedance are
given for the high or low frequency and slow and fast
blow-up
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